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The structural and dynamical properties of NO3- in dilute aqueous solution have been investigated by means
of two combined quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics (QM/MM) molecular dynamics simulations, namely
HF/MM and B3LYP/MM, in which the ion and its surrounding water molecules were treated at HF and
B3LYP levels of accuracy, respectively, using the DZV+ basis set. On the basis of both HF and B3LYP
methods, a well-defined first hydration shell of NO3- is obtainable, but the shell is quite flexible and the
hydrogen-bond interactions between NO3- and water are rather weak. With respect to the detailed analysis
of the geometrical arrangement and vibrations of NO3-, the experimentally observed solvent-induced symmetry
breaking of the ion is well reflected. In addition, the dynamical information, i.e., the bond distortions and
shifts in the corresponding bending and stretching frequencies as well as the mean residence time of water
molecules surrounding the NO3- ion, clearly indicates the “structure-breaking” ability of this ion in aqueous
solution. From a methodical point of view it seems that both the HF and B3LYP methods are not too different
in describing this hydrated ion by means of a QM/MM simulation. However, the detailed analysis of the
dynamics properties indicates a better suitability of the HF method compared to the B3LYP-DFT approach.
1. Introduction
Due to the key role ions play in many chemical and biological
processes,1,2 a number of experimental and theoretical studies
have been carried out to obtain detailed knowledge about ions
in aqueous electrolyte solutions.3-5 Considering the structural
feature of ions solvated in aqueous solution, cations usually have
simple solvation geometries due to their relatively large binding
energies between the cation and water. Unlike cations, anion
solvation is more complicated since most of the anion-water
interactions are generally weaker than those of cations and
energetically comparable with the water-water interactions. As
a consequence, a delicate balance between anion-water and
water-water interactions is crucial in determining bulk vs
surface solvation, i.e., structures with the anion on the “surface”
of water clusters.
Nitrate anion (NO3-) is one of the important ions in solution
chemistry and biology, which is frequently encountered as a
terminal anion in the series of reactions involving nitrogen.6 In
the gas phase, the isolated NO3- ion is nominally planar and
has D3h symmetry. In polar solvents, however, its D3h symmetry
is expected to be broken by the influence of solvent environ-
ment. These effects have already been explored via resonance
Raman spectroscopy studies.7,8 Recently, the Raman spectra of
aqueous solutions of Mg(NO3)2 have been reported,9 providing
a detailed picture of the NO3- ion in different salt concentra-
tions. In aqueous solution, the hydration shell structure of NO3-
has been studied both by experiments and computer simulations.
Experimental studies, in particular neutron and X-ray diffrac-
tions,3,10,11 have reported a wide variety of coordination numbers,
ranging from about 2 to 18. The observed large discrepancy
has been attributed to the interference of counterions. In
conjunction with experiments, computer simulations of aqueous
solutions containing NO3- have provided structural and dynami-
cal details of this solvated ion at molecular level.9,12-17 However,
most of the early simulation works had relied on classical
molecular mechanical models. It has been demonstrated that
the hydration shell structure as well as the orientations of water
molecules surrounding the ion depend quite sensitively on the
interaction potentials employed in the simulations.16
As a result of the continuous increase in computer capacity
and performance, more sophisticated molecular dynamics (MD)
techniques based on a combined quantum mechanics/molecular
mechanics (QM/MM) approach have become an elegant tool
to elucidate microscopic details of solvation structure and
dynamics of various ions in solution.5,18-25 In the QM/MM
approach, the most interesting region, a sphere which includes
the ion and its surrounding solvent molecules, is treated quantum
mechanically. By this scheme, the complicated many-body
contributions as well as the polarization effects, which are hardly
accessible through the basic assumptions underlying the classical
models, can be reliably included into the specific region. For
small anions, like F- and Cl-, our previous QM/MM studies
have pointed out the importance of QM treatment for obtaining
a realistic picture of these ions.5,19 For example, the QM/MM
results clearly demonstrated a substantial decrease of the F-
coordination number compared to that predicted by pair potential
simulation. In the case of Cl-, it has been shown that the
orientation of first shell water molecules was considerably
changed by quantum effects, although the pair potential simula-
tion supplied an almost identical coordination number. In
addition, with respect to detailed analysis on the dynamics of
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